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Windows Shortcut creator is an app for Windows 10 and 8.1 that enables you to make special types of
your own shortcuts on your desktop. So you can install PDF tools, CPU governors, clean system, copy text
and more. Download Shortcut creator for Windows 8.1 or 10 Free Full Version [ Click Here to Download
] [ Click Here to Download ] Can you really make a shortcut for your home folder? Yes, you can. It’s one
of the most common things that people try to do when they first log into Windows, and so it’s usually
included in many shortcuts by default. However, there’s a number of problems with this, and not
everything that’s within your home folder actually has a shortcut for. In some cases, the shortcut isn’t
automatically created, and in others, it’s built-in to another program. So even if you could set up shortcuts
for both of those cases, you’d never really be able to do anything with the folder itself. Shortcut creator
Description: This is the perfect app for those people, who need to create shortcuts for custom folders,
including those that can’t be easily accessed through the explorer window. The app is light and simple to
use, and includes a number of features that allow you to create specific folders shortcuts for special
directories on your system, making it handy for those instances when you don’t have any other options.
Download Shortcut creator for Windows 8.1 or 10 Free Full Version [ Click Here to Download ] [ Click
Here to Download ] Organizing by date, location, or whatever When you need to find a file, how often
have you been tempted to look through your entire folder to see if it was on the last time you had a look
through that section? The question itself is legitimate, because at some point you might wonder where the
file is if you already had it, only to realize that it’s gone. There’s no perfect solution to the problem, but if
you search through the files in the order that they were added in the last time, there’s a good chance you’ll
find the file that you’re looking for. Shortcut creator helps you search through files, one at a time, to
ensure that you can quickly locate the ones that you need to. What about those that only go in folders

Shortcut Creator Free License Key

Setting up something on Windows is one of the most challenging and time-consuming tasks. With
Shortcut creator Cracked Accounts, adding shortcuts to your Windows desktop, creating network shares,
and adding files to Windows folders gets a whole lot easier. Features: Dashboard to see which tasks are
most urgent. Task view for seeing which tasks have not been completed yet. Automatic reminders for
tasks, even on other computers. Auto-triggers for tasks based on time, activity, or tags. Handles thousands
of tasks and processes. Set tasks to autostart. Set tasks for a specific time. Create shortcuts to a single file
or folder. Create shortcuts to a custom URL. Create shortcuts to a Windows Explorer folder. Window-
specific shortcuts for Internet Explorer, Firefox, Google Chrome, or other browsers. Create a “start”,
“shutdown”, or “logoff” shortcut. Recovery mode for Windows. Using Shortcut Creator: When you need
to add a shortcut for a task on Windows, just click the button and Shortcut Creator does the rest. Select
the type of shortcut you want to create. Then drag the item you want to add to a folder. Thanks to the drag-
and-drop function, it's easy to drag an item into a folder, folder to folder, file to file, and an URL to an
existing file. Choose a trigger. For example, a reminder for something, a time to finish a task, a network
share, or a file at a certain location. Shortcut creator pro supports numerous triggers, including scheduled
tasks, which makes it easy to create tasks that run at a fixed time or on a recurring basis. Create a shortcut
that opens a specified file or folder. Select an activity you want to perform. For example, shutdown, lock,
or log off. To make it easier to control which items are removed, you can define tags, and then apply them
to items. That’s it, Shortcut creator will do its job, and even let you see how much progress has been
made. Pros: Desktop shortcuts created with this software are created for you. There are many built-in
features, such as to make a custom location for files. Can be used on the go. Cons: Creates only desktop
shortcuts. Features offered are too small. Overall, Shortcut Creator is a welcome 09e8f5149f
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Shortcut Creator 

Shortcut creator is an application that lets users create shortcuts directly from the desktop to almost any
Windows feature, without adding the need to install the apps. Shortcut creator is a simple to use tool to
create your shortcuts with the name you want. Just a few mouse clicks and your shortcut is saved, ready to
be sent to the desktop, to other computers, the Start Menu, or even moved to the recycle bin. Supported
Windows version: Windows 10/8/8.1/7/Vista Requirements: Shortcut creator is free and works on all
Windows PCs. This desktop shortcut creator also supports all the versions of Windows from Windows XP
to Windows 10, and it is also compatible with all Windows editions. It’s also recommended to keep an
updated antivirus program with real-time protection, which will cover all the threats and will keep your
Windows stable and reliable. What is Shortcut creator? Shortcut Creator is a very simple, easy to use, and
free desktop tool that allows users to create desktop shortcuts, which can then be sent to the desktop, to
the Start menu, or to an external drive or other location without modifying the Windows registry. Shortcut
creator Features: Free Shortcut can be easily shared to other users, so everyone will be able to use the
shortcuts just as easy as you do. Image gallery Desktop shortcuts can be easily saved into an image gallery,
so they can be forwarded to all other users. Shortcut Creator Supported windows features: Create shortcut
to every feature Create shortcut to any folder with subfolders Create shortcut to any application with path
on C:\Program Files (x86)\Company Name\Application Name\AppName.exe Create shortcut to any
option with path on C:\Program Files (x86)\Company Name\AppName\Settings.xml Create shortcut to
any task with path on C:\Program Files (x86)\Company Name\AppName\TaskName.exe Create shortcut
to any file with path on C:\Program Files (x86)\Company
Name\AppName\FolderName\FileName.FileExtension Create shortcut to any removable disk drive with
path on C:\Program Files (x86)\Company
Name\AppName\DriveLetter\Removable.FileSystem\DriveLetter\FolderName\FileName.FileExtension
Create shortcut to any USB drive with path on C:\Program Files (x86)\Company
Name\AppName\DriveLetter\USB\

What's New in the Shortcut Creator?

Shortcut creator is quite a handy tool. It lets you send a shortcut directly to your desktop without the need
to launch the Windows Start menu. You can add any action to it, regardless whether it is a program,
folder, file, a batch file, or a URL. It can even launch a website, or anything you want. The tool is also
quite simple and intuitive to use. Installation: After you download the software, just run the file, and
accept the license. Features: Shortcut creator enables the end user to create shortcuts directly to files and
folders on the Windows Desktop and Network. The software can be used to: * Create a shortcut that
opens a file with any program or website * Create a shortcut that sends a command to the command
prompt * Create a shortcut that saves a file as a batch file * Create a shortcut to run a batch file Shortcut
creator allows you to create the following Shortcuts: * Shortcut that launches the Windows Start menu *
Shortcut that launches the Programs folder * Shortcut that launches the Documents folder * Shortcut that
launches the Downloads folder * Shortcut that launches the Favorites folder * Shortcut that launches the
Recycle Bin folder * Shortcut that launches the Favorites folder of a computer * Shortcut that launches
the Recycle Bin folder of a computer * Shortcut that opens a folder in Explorer (Windows) * Shortcut
that opens a folder in Finder (Mac OS) * Shortcut that opens a folder in Explorer (Windows) * Shortcut
that opens a folder in Finder (Mac OS) * Shortcut that opens a folder in Notes (Microsoft Word) *
Shortcut that opens a folder in Notes (Microsoft Word) * Shortcut that opens a folder in Excel (Microsoft
Office) * Shortcut that opens a folder in Excel (Microsoft Office) * Shortcut that opens a folder in Word
(Microsoft Office) * Shortcut that opens a folder in Word (Microsoft Office) * Shortcut that opens a
folder in Excel (Microsoft Office) * Shortcut that opens a folder in Excel (Microsoft Office) * Shortcut
that opens a folder in Word (Microsoft Office) * Shortcut that opens a folder in Word (Microsoft Office)
* Shortcut that opens a folder in Excel (Microsoft Office) * Shortcut that opens a folder in Excel
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(Microsoft Office) * Shortcut that opens a folder in Word
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i5-2500K or AMD Phenom II X6 Memory:
8GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560/AMD Radeon HD 6870 DirectX: Version 11 Hard
Drive: 80GB available space DirectX: Version 11 80GB available space Network: Broadband internet
connection Additional Notes: This version requires the full version of White Label RPG Maker Fes to
install Installation
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